World Heritage – An Exploration trip of Xiamen Hakka Tulou
Itinerary
Day 1
16
October









Day 2
17
October





Day 3
18
October

Day 4
19
October






Pick up from the designated gathering point
Fly from Hong Kong to Xiamen
Meet with local tour guide and transfer to Xiamen Langham
Hotel for check in
Dinner in the hotel
Breakfast at the hotel restaurant
World Heritage tour of Yongding Gaobei Tulou, Nanjing
TianluoKeng Tulou,and have lunch in the local restaurant
Fujian Tulou has a long history, there are 46 tulous have been
listed as a world cultural heritage in 2008. Tulou is famous for
its unique architecture and style. Yongding Gaobei Tulou and
Nanjing Tianluokeng Tulou are two most outstanding tulou
among them. Yongding Gaobei Tulou is the biggest in scale and
is called “King of the tulou”. Nanjing Tulou is famous for its
unique style and is called a miracle architecture within the
mountain. Tianluokeng Tulou is amazing since it looks like “four
dishes and one soup”..
Transfer to Xiamen Langham Hotel (5-star) after tour (around
2.5hrs)
Breakfast at the hotel restaurant
Transfer to ferry terminal and land on Gulangyu island by ferry
Gulangyu island is located in Siming District of Xiamen, famous
for its collection of historical humanities, architectural
landscape and musical art. People called it "Garden above the
sea" due to its beauty. In 2005, it was listed as one of the
China’s most beautiful cities on Chinese National Geographic.
Stroll on the island and experience the quiet surrounding, you
will feel a lot more pleasant. Tulou has a long history in Fujian,
there are 46 tulous have been named as a world cultural and
natural heritage in 2008.
Dinner in one of the local restaurants in Xiamen
Back to Xiamen Langham Hotel
Breakfast at hotel restaurant
Transfer to Airport
and departure to Hong Kong by
KA619(12:05-13:55)

Meal(s)
Included

Dinner

Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner

Breakfast
Dinner

Breakfast

Tour price includes:
All the transportation service, accommodation, meal arrangement, tour guide service, entrance tickets
and tips for driver mentioned in the itinerary
The itinerary may change according to traffic and weather conditions. Your tour guide will keep you
informed of any changes.

